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The present invention relates broadly to the computing 
of surface areas and more particularly to an improved 
apparatus for determining the surface area of sheet 
materials. 
‘It will be at once ',recognized' that the totaling in 

square footage of ?nished sheet materials is anuessential 
part of most production operations wherein one or both 
surfaces of such materials have been worked upon. 
Also where individual pieces of sheet material are of a 
substantially similar surface area, the recording of in~ 
formation, such as the gross or total square footage, can 
be readily obtained by the number of sheets processed. 
This, however, requires the constant attention of one, 
or more operators who “book” the number of sheets 
passing through an initial and/or ?nal station. In this 
manner, an original record can be compared with the 
?nal record and any interim loss quickly evaluated. 

‘The loss factor, as for example in the case of sheet 
glass, imposes a slightly different problem since only a 
portion of a sheet may be damaged, such as a corner that 
is broken off. This creates an irregularly shaped re 
maining area at one or sometimes both ends of the ‘sheet, 
and, ‘unlessi?gured out with conventional measuring de—. 
vices, the surface area remaining in such sheets can 
only' ‘beroughly estimated. This is especially true in the 
?nishing ofsheet's of plate‘glass, which before becoming 
commercially acceptable optically, must be ground and 
polished. ' . 

Thus where the number'of 
corded at the beginning of the grinding and. polishing 
operations, the original surface area of each blank, or 
the running total of a plurality, in square feet can be 
obtained. However, during and between production op 
erations such as in the case‘ of grinding, polishing and 
handling of the glass blanks and due to normally expected 
occurrence, there usually is a breakage loss that will re 
duce the square footage of glass sheets having a required 
width for ultimate use.‘ In other words, the ?nal totalled 
square footage of glass will be a summation of ?nished 
sheets having full areas de?ned at least by a required 
width and other or “broken” sheets having impart a 
required width and other areas of lesser or random and 
irregular vwidth. Such surface areas of lesser width, are 
of course, in most cases usable for sheets of smaller 
dimension but, during the steady flow of a production 
line, it has been found to be practically impossible to 
accurately compute the square footage of these areas with 
the result that the actual output or gross square footage 
of glass having an acceptable width cannot be readily 
obtained. _ > 

By means of the improved method and apparatus of 
this invention, as hereinafter described, the square 
footage of sheets,’ moving along a production line, is 
continuously and automatically obtained and computed 
into permanent records of the total output. And the 
procurement of such a record is made without physical 
or mechanical contact of the computing device with the 
material. ~ Also by simultaneously recording the square 

plate glass blanks is ‘re- 
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footage having a lesser or irregular width, the amount 
of surface areas of glass sheets having a standard width 
can be determined from the total square footage. 

It is therefore the prime object of thisv invention to‘ 
for obtaining the surface‘ provide an improved apparatus 

area of sheet materials. ' 

_ Another object of the invention is to provide an 
improved apparatus for scanning the surface of sheets of 
material'to obtain the area thereof and then‘recording 
the square footage to'indicate simultaneously thedifq 
ferential between full sized sheets and sheets of lesser 
size caused by breakage. , ' 

Another object of the invention is to provide an 
improved apparatus for obtaining the square footage area‘ i 
of a sheet of material, recording such footages. in _-an 
accumulative total and simultaneously making a second: 
ary record of the square footage of a sheet of lesser'areaj 
than a full sized sheet whereby a differential in the, 
totalled record of square footage can be established to‘ 
determine the actual amount of sheet area having --a 
nominal .width. - . 

Another object of the invention is to provide an 
improved apparatusfor scanning the surface‘of a sheet‘ 
of material such as glass, plastic or the like and auto 
matically computing the square footage contained within 

_the area of such a surface. - ‘ - ' 

, Another object of the invention is to provide an im 
proved apparatus for scanning the surfacearcas of sheet 
materials passing therebeneath, automatically comput 
ing such surface areas into units of square feet-and then 
adding the same in an accumulatively recorded total. 
Another object of the invention is to provide in 

apparatus of the above character means for controlling; 
the'operation of the apparatus according to the rate ,Of' 
movement of the sheets moving therebeneath. 

Another object of the invention is to provide in' 
apparatus of the above character a scanning instrument" 
adapted to transmit a de?nite signal to a computing 
device- according to a standard width of sheet and in' 
timed relation to a sheet passing therebeneath, said signals - 
_being thereby converted to indicate a‘ unit of square 
footage of surface area. 
A further object of the invention is to provide in an: 

apparatus of the above character means for automatically 
and continuously scanning the surface of a moving sheet 
having a known width to obtain the square footage area 
thereof, and means interconnected therewith for sepa~ 
rately obtaining the footage areas of sheets or portions of 
such sheets having a lesser width whereby the differential f 
of actual square footage of sheet materials having a 
known width can be determined from the automatically' 
recorded total of the entire square footage. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide in 

an apparatus of the above character means for auto— 
matically scanning the surface ‘area of a moving sheet 
having a known width to substantially instantaneously 
obtain the total square footage thereof, means being pro 
vided for transmitting a variable signal from the scanning 
device to a computing means whereby the said total square 
footage of each sheet will be added to an accumulative 
record of such square footages. _ . . 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 
come more apparent during the course of the following 
description when read in connection with the accompany 
ing drawings. ' ' 

In the drawings, wherein like numerals are employed 
to designate like parts throughout the same: ' — ' 

‘Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a production line co‘n-. 
veyor for sheet materials and of a computing device, con 
structed in accordance with this invention; 

Fig. 2 is a schematic view of an electrical system ‘by, 
means of which the computing device operates; 
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' Fig.3 ‘is a diagrammatic view illustrating the length of 
signals for a'required Width of sheet and also for a sheet 
having a broken portion; 

Fig. 4 is, a perspective view of a line of work tables 
and of "sheet materials supported‘ thereon- and wherein 
the computing device is operated according to a second 
embodiment of the invention; 

Fig; 5 is a schematic view of an electrical system by 
means of which a computing device is operated by the 
apparatus shown in Fig. 3; i ‘ 
--Fig. 6' is a diagrammatic view illustrating a difference 

of-length of'signals; and - 
- ‘Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a conveyor and the ar 
rangement‘ of the computing device when operated ac 
cording to a third‘ embodiment of the invention. 

This invention, in its several embodiments, utilizes an 
electronic‘ scanning device to operate in response‘ to light 
images: received therein. Thus it is contemplated to' direct 
a ray of light into the path of conveyed materials and, 
where‘ the surface of the materials is adapted to re?ect the 
light image, cause the scanning‘device, such as a television 
camera, to become activated when‘ the re?ected light ray 
is received or “picked up.” The camera therefore will 
transmit video signals when the plight ray is intercepted, 
so as to be re?ected, but will not transmit like signals 
when ‘the rays are not re?ected thereunto. Thus when 
the camera‘ is continuously functioning, the repeated trans 
mission of electronic signals or impulses will denote the 
presence of a sheet of material in the light ray while 
the absence of these signals will indicate an open spac 
ing' between the. sheets or the presence‘ of a sheet having 
portions broken therefrom. 

According to one aspect of the invention, transparent 
or opaque materials that will re?ect light may therefore 
be automatically and continuously scanned and the origi 
nated signals converted into a recordable unit which can 
be read as the square footage of a sheet of material. 
These-signals vmay be reproduced at regularly spaced in 
tervals so that groups of units can be taken as representa 
tive of‘ a‘ desired area and accumulatively recorded. On 
theother'hand, the distinction of an illuminated area on 
or over a full surface in contrast to non-re?ecting‘ areas 
bounding such a surface can be taken as a “full” count 
of‘ a sheet of material and the total square footage there 
of‘ instantaneously obtained. Still further, this inven 
tion contemplates the use of such scanning devices to ob 
tain the square footage of materials that do not readily 
re?ect light or can be more readily scanned by causing 
thematerial to completely obscure a light ray. Since the 
scanning is carried out by absence of light, the presence 
of alight ray will denote the lack of sheet materials being 
moved in the path of the ray or the presence of sheet 
having a portion broken therefrom. In each event, the 
single line scan or a full raster count of a camera may 
be interpreted as a full width or full area of a sheet 
whereas a lesser raster count will indicate a lesser width 
or area of a sheet and these differentials can be re 
corded to indicate a pretermined total of square footage 
or a diminishment therefrom. 

Referring now particularly to Fig. 1 of' the drawing 
wherein the ?rst and preferred embodiment of my inven 
tion is illustrated, there is shown a conventional form of 
roller conveyor 10 on which are carried a series of sheets 
11' of glass, plastic or like light~reflecting materials. As 
herein disclosed, the sheets 11 are of glass and preferably 
of ?nished plate glass. That is to say-as viewed in Fig. 
1", it may: be assumed that the sheets of glass 11 have 
been ground and polished on both of their surfaces, 
washed and are presently being conveyed to a storage 
area. 

Now, when the‘ sheets are bedded in plaster on the 
tables of the grinding and polishing line, they are more 
on less- uniform in size and willv have substantially the 
same surface area as de?ned by their length and width 
as‘shown- by: the sheet 11a. Naturally‘ for somev subse 
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4 
quent operations or uses, the width of the ?nished sheets 
becomes of greater concern than the length since smaller 
sheets may ultimately be obtained in standard lengths 
(the original width of sheet) when the said sheet is scored 
or cut transversely to its blank size length. A she at may 
thus be scored transversely to obtain a number of smaller 
size sheets, each of which will contain a surface area or 
square footage equal to that of a similar size of sheet. 
And, in estimating a square footage for production re 
quirements, it should be ordinarily assumed that such 
estimates could be procured from the square footage of 
glass initially laid on the tables at the start of‘ the grind 
ing operation. 

However, it is also reasonable to assume'that, in the 
grinding, polishing handling and storage and due to nor 
mally expected occurrences, some of the glass blanks, 
originally having a somewhat standard surface area, will 
become broken and not have a common width through 
out their length. Thus as shown by the sheet 11b a 
corner area has been accidently broken therefrom. and, 
while the remaining area is usable, there is a loss of glass.‘ 
for some subsequent purposes. Obviously this immediate 
end portion of the sheet is irregular in area and, during 
its continuous movemenhthe actual dimensions thereof 
are extremely difficult to accurately obtain. 

According to this embodiment of the invention, a 
beam of light is directed angularly downward onto the 
glass surface to produce a narrow image or light band 
thereon, and the re?ected beam is picked up by means 
of a scanning device 12 such as a conventional televi 
sion camera. It is therefore preferable that the aper~ 
tured end of a lamp box 13 be covered by a translucent 
glass plate to provide a light beam of uniform intensity 
and have an opening adapted to direct a very narrow 
transverse beam of light, as indicated at 14, toward the 
path of and onto the surface of the sheet 11. _ 
The beam of light 14 is usually longer than the width 

of a sheet moving therethrough so that the interceptedv 
portion of‘ the beam will illuminate the entire width of 
the sheet in transverse relation to they sheet’s direction 
of motion. This will produce a narrow light image or 
band 15 on the'sheet surface and the rays therefrom, 
as indicated at 16, will continuously be re?ected from. 
the leading to the following end of the sheet toset up a 
re?ected ray having an expanse equal to the width of the 
sheet in the .area then illuminated. v 
The re?ected rays from the light image or band 15 

will be directed angularly upward as indicated at 16 
toward the lens 17 of the camera 12. In actual practice, 
it has been found advantageous to mount the camera at 
an elevation of substantially nine feet above the sur 
face- of the glass sheet or the plane of the conveyor‘ 
rollers and to angularly position the same in a plane 
normal to the plane of the glass sheets along the longitu 
dinal center line and so as to fully receive the rays 16 
re?ected from the light band 15. 
The operating circuit of the television camera is reg 

ulated to produce or “send out” an output of video sig 
nals or impulses in a transmission pattern that is estab 
lished by a predetermined width of sheet material being 
worked upon. This transmission pattern, as will be 
more fully hereinafter described in detail, and through 
suitably connected circuits, is relayed to a computing or 
totaling device whereby the conversion of a series of 
signal patterns periodically spaced from one another can 
be interpreted as a unit of area of the sheet. When the 
width of a sheet varies, as from breakage, the trans 
mitted impulses will, by the totaling device, indicate a 
lesser’ amount of surface area and consequently‘ a de 
crease’in width from that basically determined. 

Stated otherwise, a “single line” scan of the television 
camera in a substantially horizontal plane "and trans 
versely to the direction of movement of the sheet of 
material causes a series of impulses to be originated. 
Since the earnerafunctions to line scan the 1ight._.beam._ 
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l5'of-the moving sheet continuously, each sxriesof im 
pulses and/or the number thereof will be dependent on 
the width of the sheet. Now if the impulse series are 
recorded at periodic intervals, the spaced interim can be 
considered a longitudinally spaced area of the sheet. This 
then, for‘ a predetermined width of sheet and regularly 
spacedintervals of function can be converted to indicate 
aunit of surfacearea or the square feet therein. And 
any variance of sheet width will be indicated by fewer 
number of square feet. 

In order to produce regularly spaced intervals of video 
signal transmission; a tachometer 18, as shown in Fig. 2, 
is vprovided which is adapted to function at regularly 
spaced intervals of time. ' For example, such a device may 
be regulated to operate thirty times per second of time 
and thus activate the associated circuits of the television 
system at such regularly spaced intervals. Simply illus 
trated, the tachometer 18 may be actuated by means of 
a cam 19 that is mounted on a shaft 20 suitably geared 
to a shaft of the conveyor 10 to produce a cooperating 
ratio of 30:1. The cam 19 as herein shown has a lug 
21 adapted to engage the conventionally shown arm 22 
of the tachometer. Accordingly, for each complete rev 
olution of a shaft of the conveyor, the cam 19 will cause 
the tachometer 18 to function thirty times and at intervals 
that are spaced to agree with substantially 400 thou 
sandths of an inch lineal movement of the material ‘on 
the conveyor. Thus, at regularly occurring intervals, 
the pulses or signals originating in the camera 12 will 
be transmitted to a totaling device. 

In the event that the line speed of the conveyor 10 is 
in the order of ?fty feet per minute, the control exerted 
by the tachometer 18 will become repeatedly effective a 
like multiple of times to activate the transmission of the 
electronic pulsations from the camera to the totaling 
device. Likewise, if the conveyor is operated at a slower 
or faster rate of speed, the tachometer will be operated 
either in a slower or more rapid manner. Thus, byway 
of example, if a standard of six feet is predetermined as 
a desired width of glass sheet, the series of video signals 
or pulsations of the television camera 12, which during 
a single line scan are induced by the re?ected image ray 
16 of the light band 15 on the glass surface, may be. 
regulated to agree with such a width or to a de?ned 
number of pulsations in relation to a light band re?ected 
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from a sheet six feet in width. Now, when the tachom- - 
eter is operated by the cam lug 21 and thirty times for 
each complete revolution of a conveyor shaft, these 
pulsations will be transmitted to the totaling device in 
spaced series that individually occur at substantially 
regularly spaced distances of 400 thousandths of an inch. 

Referring now more particularly to Fig. 2, the televi 
sion camera 12, containing its own de?ection circuit, 
will be seen as connected by a line 23 to the circuit of a 
conventional video amplifying apparatus 24 for trans 
mission of video signals or electronic pulsations thereto. 
In turn, the video ampli?er 24 is connected by line 25 
to a video control tube circuit generally designated 26, 
and by a line 27 to a second circuit generally described as 
a scanning counter 28'. _ The counter 28 is connected by 
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60 
line 29 to the monitor control side of the video control - 
tube circuit 26. , 

Thus the re?ected ray 16 of the light image 15 will 
cause video signals to be put out by the camera 12 and 
transmitted by line 23 to the video ampli?er 24 as video 
signals. 
the tube circuit 26. Also through line 27, the video 
ampli?er 24 sets up a series of secondary pulsations 
which are received by the scanning counter 28 and gen 
erally termed “scan”_ signals. The scan signals serve to 
activate the circuit of the scanning counter, dependent 
however upon an interlocking control which initiates func 
tioning of this counter at regularly spaced intervals of 
time. The scanning counter 28 is therefore inactive, 
while receiving the scan signals by line 27, until it is 
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These are further carried through line 25 to 
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6 
activated in response to a shaping ampli?er 30; the cirl. 
cuit of which is controlled in function by the tachometer 
18. ' . ' 

The shaping ampli?er 30 is connected by line 311to 
tachometer 18 and the activity of its functioning is car 
ried to the scanning counter 28 by line 32. By reason 
of this circuited arrangement, if the conveyor line 10 is 
halted while a sheet of glass 11 is located so as to carry 
the image of light rays 14 as a transversely disposed band 
15, the re?ected image, indicated by lines 16, will be 
picked up by the camera 12 and the signals created 
thereby transmitted to the video ampli?er 24 -which,»by 
line 25, transmits the video signal side to the video con 
trol tube circuit 26 and by line 27, the secondary or scan 
signal side to the scanning counter 28. However, since 
the tachometer 18 is not operated by the lug 21, the 
shaping ampli?er 30 will not function to periodically 
activate the scanning counter 28 and consequently this 
counter will not in?uence the monitor side of the tube 
circuit 26 through line 29. Also, in the event that there 
is no glass on the conveyor, or during the interval be 
tween sheets being carried thereon, the tachometer 18 
will be operated in timed relation to the lineal speed of 
the conveyor but, since the 'light rays 14 will not be 
intercepted by a glass surface, there will be no activity 
of the camera 12. Therefore, the normal functioning of 
the scanning counter 28, as induced by the shaping 
ampli?er 30 by line 32, will accordingly be rendered in 
effectual to activate the monitor side of the tube circuit 
26 through line 29 by reason of the fact that there will 
be no scan signals transmitted from the video ampli?er 
24 by line 27 to the counter 28. 
However, with the conveyor 10 operating at a desired 

speed and with glass sheets carried thereon sequentially 
re?ecting the light image 15 to the camera 12, the 
coordinated efforts of the video ampli?er 24 and shaping 
ampli?er 30 will activate the scanning counter 28 to close 
a service line 29 tothe monitor side of the tube circuit 
26.v The output side of this circuit is connected by line 
33 to the circuit of a so-called “output counter” chrono 
graph or computer 34. The chronograph, when active, 
converts the signals from the tube circuit 26 into a reg 
ulated number of impulses which are then transmitted 
by line 35 to the output indicator or counter. 36 which 
registers a unit, such as one hundred,v on one scale and 
then automatically transfers the record of one unit to a 
gross or totaling scale. Thus, a sheet of glass which, 
for example, measures six feet in width and twelve feet 
in length will continuously carry, a light image 15 for 
twelve feet while passing through the beam of light 14 
emanating from the lamp box 13. In being so conveyed, 
the lineal movement of the sheet will be in timed rela 
tion to rotation of the cam 19. The lug 21 of the cam 
by engaging the arm 22 of tachometer 18 will, through 
the above described circuit, activate the counter 28. This 
will complete the circuit through line 29 a like number 
of times so that the responding activity of the video 
control tube circuit 26 will causethe chronograph 34 to 
function sequentially and rapidly operate the counter 36 
to denote a total of seventy-two. This count of, for 
example, seventy-two can thus be read as the square 
footage areaof one full glass sheet; however, for the 
purpose as herein set forth, such individual counts are 
not segregated but as mentioned above, are accumulated 
in units as of one hundred and then registered in the 
gross or total of already recorded units or square feet. 
For simplicity of description, the camera 12 may be 

regulated to transmit a series of forty-?ve signals or 
pulsations when the camera receives the re?ection of a 
light image 15 six feet long. This will produce a series 
of signals, or a wave band having a theoretical length 
as shown ate in Fig. 3. Obviously when the light image 
15 is less than six feet in length, a lesser number of signals 
will be originated. This will occur when a sheet, such 
as is indicated at 11b, passes through the band of light 



image ‘to "cause ‘re?ection ‘toward the ‘camera ‘12. As 
shown [by way of example, a broken area or corner may 
start at one side, for example, nine feet from the leading 
edge :and end at :the ‘following edge three feet from the 
opposite side of the sheet. In this .event, the length of 
the light image 15.will progressively diminish and the 
camera .12 .will .be caused to put .out .a proportionately 
lesser number .of signals from .or 'up to the ‘arbitrarily 
mentioned fortye?ve. 
. ‘That is to say--if ‘the leading end of a glass sheet has 
been broken, the length of the lightimage will be mate 
rially shorter than the full width of the sheet and will 
gradually and irregularly proceed transversely across the 
sheet until ‘the full width ofsheet or full length of the 
light image is obtained. This will cause the output of a 
wave band or 'so-called “gate” as shown at d in Fig. 3 
upon each ‘operation of tachometer 18. On the other 
hand, :if the broken section occurs in the following or 
rear area :of the sheet, the length of the light image will 
probably ‘diminish as is determined by the ‘line of the 
break until it terminates at the end vmargin of the sheet. 
Thus, as shown in Fig. l for purposes of illustration in 
connection with sheet 1112, the full length of light image 
15 as indicated ate will thus diminish gradually until 
theend of: the sheet at f is reached and consequently the 
numberor length of the series of signals during each line 
scan will correspondingly be reduced. 

.The series of pulsations at e will therefore be the 
equivalent of the so-called-“gate” shown at c in Fig. 3 
While the pulsations created between said point e and 
to -.the end edge 1‘ will be substantially a variation from 
or equivalent to the wave band or gate shown at d in 
the-same ?gure. Thus for the'leading unbroken area 
o'fthe sheet ?fty-four'units or square feet will'be counted 
(9X6) and the square footage of the remaining area 
bounded ‘by a side length of three feet, an vend length 
of ‘three "feetat f, a'limit 'line de?ned 'by the band 15 
at e and .the virregular edge produced'by the break will 
befcoun'ted'by'the lengths of the image at each interval 
of ‘camera transmission. “.T he square footage of this area, 
which cannot "be otherwise computed rapidly while the 
glass "sheet vis moving at a described rate of ?fty feet 
per .minute, ‘is therefore and nevertheless received and 
carried "by the transmitted signals to the counter 36 and 
therein recorded. 

‘Interconnected with the ‘counter 36, there is an auxil 
iary counter 37 which counts the loss, if any exists, in 
any individual blank. This counter which is of the 
“pre-set” variety vis adjusted to read the total units or 
square footage of the average blank. Thus when the 
average ‘is established as seventy-two square feet 
('6 ><‘l'2),rthe counter 37 will respond'with the function 
ing of counter 36 and then automatically return to a zero 
count.‘ 'However, inthe event that a lesser count than 
seventy-twois received in the ‘counter 36, 'as for example, 
sixty-?ve, the counter 37 will subsequently'be activated 
to increase its total of sixty-?ve to seventy-two. In 
other words, there will 'be a difference of seven units. 
For ‘this purpose, the pro-set counter 37 is 'connected by 
line'38 to the totaling counter 36. Connected by line 39 
to'counter'37 is‘ a totalizer 40. i 
The counter 37 is actuated by an “enabling” circuit 

that is connected to 'a suitable power source line 41 and 
controlled through 1a micro-limit switch 42. As shown. 
in;Fig..2,'the*switch 42 is‘con'nected by line 43 to counter 
37>and is actuated by a lever arrangement 44. "Referring 
to -Fig. 1., ‘the lever :44 may comprise a series of support 
ing arms 45:that.carry rollers '46 and are mounted on 
aball-bearing journaled shaft 47. Preferably the arms 
.45 tandirollers 46 are arranged along the shaft 47 at 
regularly "spaced intervals in ‘order that several of the 
rollers, or ‘the entire number thereof, will be engaged 
by theleading edgeiof a glass blank whether it is of full 
width .or of a shorter width ‘as produced by breakage. 
Also ,carriedon shaft 47 is .a sWitch~actuatingarm 48. 
The .roller supporting arms 45 are thus disposed in 

the path of the blanks 11 on the conveyor 10 and so that 
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the rollers 46 thereon will be engaged ‘by‘lthe'lea'ding' 
edge of said‘blank and so as to maintainirollingicontact 
with :the' lower surface. The plurality of arms will 
accordingly be depressed. This ‘action swings the shaft 
47 and operates to remove {the‘arm481from engagement 
with the switch 42 so as to open the same. Then, as a 
blank '11 is carried from-contact \with the rollers‘ 46, .the 
shaft 47 will be swung so that arm '48 .actuatcs-the switch 
toclosea circuit between lines 41and43 totthe pre-set 
counter 37. 

Thus, when the rays 14 are intercepted by .a blank 
11,-Ethe re?ecting rays 16 from Ithe light limage'il5 ‘will 
be received by the camera 12. As hereinbefore set forth. - 
the video signals from the camera are received in the 
totaling counter 36 andpre-Lset counter 37. In the ,event' 
of a full-size blank, the re?ecting rays 16 will 'ceaseiat 
the following edge at which time the counter :36 *will 
record a'total of seventy-two unitsor square feet while 
the counter '37 will return ‘to a zero setting. , However, 
should :the blank have an area i'brok-en therefrom, the 
counter 36~will record "the‘total of, as for example, sixty-V‘ 
?ve‘units, which of'course is also recorded in the counter 
37. Now when the switch 42 is again closed, the counter 
will be activated to function su?iciently to increase this 
total to the presetting of seventy-two before ‘returning to 
zero. During ‘this functioning the difference of seven 
units is recorded in ‘the ‘totalizer 40 which is connected 
to the counter 37. Since the differential of seven ~units 
indicates a loss ‘from ‘the vaverage of vseventy-two ‘units or 
square feet, the grossed reading on the totalizer 40 may 
be taken as the actual loss of glass from any gross record 
previously entered during a continuous line-production op 
eration. ’ 

‘In order to obtain the square footage of salvage ‘glass 
remaining in a blank that has been damaged by break 
age, a video pulse comparator'circuit 49 is ‘connected ‘by 
line 59 to line 33 between the tube circuit 26 and the 
output counter chronograph '34. :The comparator circuit 
6,9 is regulated to respond to any'lesser-number of pulses 
or signals than the standard or full count of forty-?ve 
originating in the circuit 26 and to impart its activity by 
line 51 to the output indicator or counter 52. This out 
put indicator or counter is connected by line 53 to line 
35 from the output chronograph 34 to receive output 
signals therefrom. However, functioning of the counter 
52 is controlled by the comparator circuit 49 which, as 
above said, is regulated to function only during the con 
tinuous-output of fewer signals‘than forty-?ve. vThis aux 
iliary operation-will record in units, denoting square feet, 
all areas of glass sheets that have a lesser width than any 
required width, such as six feet. Referring to Fig. '3, the 
series of pulsations created by the full band as at c 
and the shortened band at d will be received by the 
counter 36 while only those created by ‘the band d will 
be received by the indicator 52. 
At the end of any ‘production time period as "of ‘an 

eight hour shift, the accumulative total of counting indica 
tor 52 may be subtracted from ‘the entire gross or total as 
recorded by the counter 36 and the result remaining will 
be the square footage of glass having a nominal width 
of six feet. Consequently, the output of a day’s produc 
tion can be obtained in a continuous and automatic man 
ner without the attendance of operators who ordinarily 
have been required to record the ‘number of full-sized 
?nished sheets of plate glass and to estimate the remain 
ing areas'of sheets that have portions broken therefrom. 
The counter 36 may include, if desired, a so-called “mem 
ory” device in the form of a tape~printing instrument. 
Such devices are commonly'known to record a numeral 
total as well as the hour and date of such information. 
As a further advantage, the invention contemplates 

the division of the accumulative gross, as recorded by 
segregated totals which may be obtained to d'stinguisli 
the types of glass that have been ground and polished. 
Since modern glass production not only requires the use 
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of clear orregular soda~lime-silica glass, but many other 
varieties such as those known to be sun-glare reducing, it 
is highly desirable to take'from any entire total those 
totals of square footage of glass sheet having a different 
variety of composition. It may, as well, be of produc 
tion interest to obtain the total square footage of ?nished 
glass from the melt of one or more particular furnace 
tanks. Such totals need not necessarily be subtracted 
from the entire or grossed total but merely recorded as 
individual and selected portions thereof. 
For this purpose, a plurality of indicators or counters 

54, 55, 56 and 57 are connected in the circuit of line 
35. Preferably the indicators 54 and 55 are connected 
by individual switches 58 and 59 to line 60 which in turn 
is connected to line 35 through switch 61. Likewise 
indicators 56 and 57 are connected by individual switches 
62 and 63 to line 64 and therethrough by switch 65 to 
line 35. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2, the circuit to indica 
tors 56 and 57 will be open at switch 65 while the cir 
cuit to indicator 54 through switch 58, line 60 and switch 
61 will be closed but the line 60 to indicator 55 will be 
open at switch 59. Obviously either of the indicators 
54-55 or 56—57 in pairs may be employed to denote 
one particular furnace output while individually, they 
may denote the glass of one special composition from the 
furnace. An operator can thus establish a controlled 
condition of the switches 61—65 and the switches 58—59 
and 62—63 according to production information and 
by this means obtain an accurate record of a particular 
glass while it is simultaneously being entered as a part 
of the entire total on indicator 34 or the total of areas 
remaining after breakage or being recorded on the indica 
tor 52. 

According to the second embodiment of my inven 
tion as shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, the system hereinbe 
fore described may be employed to equally good ad 
vantage for obtaining the total square footage of a sheet 
of material, such as glass or the like, in a substantially 
instantaneous manner. Such a procedure may be car 
ried out either while sheets are carried by a conveyor, or 
in case of plate glass blanks while they are still bedded 
on a grinding table as shown in Fig. 4. In fact, by ob 
taining the square footage of glass upon completion of the 
?rst and/or second grinding and polishing operations, 
it will be possible to gain a more exact estimate of the 
?nal gross of glass that can be further processed. 
For this purpose, a lamp-box box 66, as shown in Fig. 

4, is mounted above the line of grinding tables 67 at a 
point immediately following the last polishing unit. Pref 
erably the lamp-box is equipped to illuminate the entire 
area of a blank 68 as by a light beam indicated by lines 
69. The camera 12 is now regulated to scan the full blank 
or in other words, upon receiving the re?ected rays 70 
from the glass surface, take a full raster count of the 
blank on one table. 

By way of example, the camera may be actuated by a 
micro-limit switch 71 to cause the instantaneous trans 
mission of video signals to the video ampli?er 24. One 
manner in which this may be carried out, although this 
is not to be understood as restrictive of other and equiv 
alent controls, is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 wherein it 
will be seen that the switch 71 is mounted adjacent the 
path of the grinding tables 67 and so as to be periodically 
engaged by a suitable trigger 72 carried by each table 
and as the same passes thereby. The switch is adapted 
to momentarily energize a solenoid relay switch which 
sets up a circuit from the camera 12 for the transmission 
ofvideo signals to the video ampli?er 24 and a secondary 
or scan signal circuit to activate the scanning counter 28. 

Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the switch 71 is located 
in a supply line 73 to the coil 74 of the relay switch 
75. When energized by momentary closure of switch 
71, the coil 74 moves armature 76 to engage contacts 77 
and 78 thereby completing a line circuit 79 from the 
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10 
camera 12 to the video ampli?er 24 for the transmission 
of video signals or impulses. By engagement of contacts 
80 and 81, a service line 82 is completed to the shaping 
ampli?er 30. Now by line 32, the ampli?er 30 will excite 
the scanning counter 28 simultaneously with the trans~ 
mission of the secondary signals from ampli?er 24 by 
line 27. As previously set forth, this will cause the con 
trol tube circuit 26 to transmit the necessary impulses by 
line 33 to the chronograph 34. 
Of course, where a full count is taken or the entire sur 

face area of a blank is instantaneously scanned, the 
chronograph 34 responds to the total of pulsations and by 
line 35 transmits this information to the counter 36 to 
register the count of the full square footage of the blank. 
When the blanks have a dimensional size of six by twelve 
feet, the indicator will then count or register an in 
crease of seventy-two units to the accumulating gross or 
total therein recorded. 

7 Normally, where glass breakage occurs in the grinding 
and polishing line, an endeavor is rapidly made to ?ll any 
and all cracks with additional plaster of Paris in order 
that the subsequently employed felt covered polishing 
runners will not be damaged by the ragged edges of the‘ 
irregularly extending crack or break lines. These ?lled 
cracks and even some larger areas exhibit a surface hav 
ing very low re?ectivity in contrast to the glass surface. 
Across the area ofgthe broken section, the continuity of 
the component scan lines in the full raster count will be 
interrupted by such‘ low re?ecting areas and consequent 
ly each scan line will be’ of several materially shorter 
series of pulses. These, however, are for each scan line 
grouped according to the length of the images of light 
re?ecting from the glass. Thus, the operation of the 
camera 12 is normal while transmitting the reception of a 
continuous scan line as indicated at g and the consequent 
wave band or gate will be representative of that shown at 
h in Fig. 6. Where a break or crack occurs, the camera 
will send forth a number of pulses that will agree in con 
tinuity with scan lines having variable component lengths 
as indicated at ]' and k in the broken area and as indicated 
by the wave bands m and 11 having a break therebetween 
as in Fig. 6. Thus while a full scan will be carried out, 
‘the interruption of any scan line into a shorter series of 
pulsations from the camera 12 will produce concurrent 
operation of the output chronograph 34 and comparator 
circuit 49 in the manner previously set forth above. The 
differential between the gross square footage and the 
total square footage of broken areas will thus be counted 
on the respective counting and recording indicators 36 and 
52 so that a balance can be established and the amount 
of glass having a required width readily obtained. 

Obviously by the substitution of other suitable controls 
for the switch 71, the full scanning of the blanks or 
?nished sheets of glass can be carried out at any point of 
their manufacture. 
With reference now to Fig. 7, a further embodiment of 

my invention contemplates the employment of a scanning 
system as shown in Fig. 2 to compute or count the square 
footage of materials which characteristically do not 
readily re?ect light from their surfaces although they are 
adapted to be otherwise classi?ed as either clear or 
opaque. According to this use, the television camera 12 
is regulated to distinguish between dark and light areas 
and to respond generally to the absence of light as pro 
duced by the interception of‘ a light ray. The continuous 
ly reproduced series of signals or pulsations sent forth 
after each single line scan are adjusted to the length of 
the obstructed portion of a light ray. And where this 
length is determined by the width of the sheet material 
conveyed through the light, the signals will eventually 
effect a record in the counter 36. 

Moreparticularly, the lamp-box 83 and camera 12 are 
arranged so that the full ray 84 of the light beam from 
the lamp-box is directed to the scanning tube of the 
camera. As herein shown, the camera 12 is mounted 
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above a conveyor line 10 while the lamp-box 83 is 
arranged beneath the shafts and rollers thereof was to 
direct the rays 84 upwardly in a narrowly de?ned beam 
to the camera lens. Accordingly, if a sheet 85 of glass 
or other material passes through the light rays 84, the 
intensity and/or length thereof will be reduced and the 
camera will function to transmit these video signals in a 
suitable series or groups thereof to the ampli?er 24. 
These video signals are transmitted from the tube circuit 
26 to the output chronograph 34 at regularly spaced in 
tervals that are determined by revolutions of the cam 
19 and the sequential engagement of the lug 21 thereon 
with the tachometer 18. 

In the event that a sheet having a broken area enters 
the beam of the light rays 84, the interrupted portion of 
the rays will produce the desired response by the camera 
but the uninterrupted portion of the rays will effect a 
reduction of the transmitted video signals to indicate a 
loss in surface area of the sheet. This will again be re 
?ected in the operation of the chronograph 34 as ‘in the 
case of a full sized sheet and the coordinated operation 
of the comparator circuit 49 to count the area of the 
broken portion and record the same in the indicator 52. 
The fact that the camera 12 is regulated to scan or 

“count” by the reduction or complete obstruction of a 
light beam also permits the use of such an apparatus in 
the computing of surface areas in square feet of opaque 
materials such as colored glasses, plastics and even metals. 
By modi?ed control of the de?ection circuit of the camera, 
it can thus be operated according to the method described 
in connection with Fig. 7 wherein the transmission of 
video signals is controlled by the activity of a switch 
tachometer vor when this transmission is controlled by 
suitable switch devices in the event that a full sheet count 
is instantaneously made. 

In brief summation of the preferred embodiment of my 
invention, a plurality of sheets 11, as of ?nished plate 
glass, are carried forwardly toward a point of removal by 
the conveyor 10. During their movement therealong, 
each sheet intercepts the rays 14 of a narrow light beam 
emanating from an overhead lamp-box 13 to cause a 
band or light image 15 to be transversely cast on the 
surface thereof. As the sheet moves continuously along 
the conveyor, the light image 15 is progressively re?ected 
from the glass surface from one end to the other of the 
sheet. This re?ection or the re?ected rays 16 are picked 
up by the camera 12 which is regulated to transmit, for 
example, forty-?ve video signals or electronic pulsations 
for each single line scan and in response to the transverse 
light image 15 across a scanned sheet width of six feet. 
These pulsations are continuously transmitted through a 
conventional type of video ampli?er 24 to a control tube 
circuit 26. The video ampli?er also regularly imparts a 
secondary control or scanning pulsations to a conven 
tional type of scanning counter 28. 

Associated with this scanning counter 28 is a shaping 
ampli?er 30 of conventional type of circuit that is caused 
to function in accordance with the lineal movement of 
the glass sheet on the conveyor by means of a suitable 
tachometer 18. Thus, the shaping ampli?er is in?uential 
in activating the scanning counter 28 at regularly timed 
intervals such as thirty times a second of time. In other 
words, the conveyor, through the tachometer 18 or other 
conventionally similar device, periodically causes the 
scanning counter 28 to energize the monitor side of the 
control tube circuit 26 and thereby cause the transmission 
of the electronic pulses therefrom to a conventional type 
of output counter chronograph 34. This chronograph is 
adjustably regulated to convert the series of pulsations 
received and transmit the same to a conventional type of 
output counter 36. Since these impulses occur at regular 
ly timed intervals, each actuation of the counter 36 will 
register the width of the glass sheet at spaced intervals of 
‘substantially 400 thousandths of aninch. Now if a 
sheet 11 of six by twelve feet is scanned by the camera 
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12 while moving at a constant rate of ?fty feet‘per‘ 
minute, the chronograph 34 will be caused to operate the 
counting indicator 36 to register or record seventy-two 
units or square feet. Simultaneously, therewith, the 
counter 37 will indicate the same unitary record and then 
return to a zero indication. ‘ 

In the event that the conveyor is temporarily stopped 
while a sheet 11 in position to re?ect the light rays 14 to 
the camera 12, the fact that the tachometer 18 is not 
caused to function by the lug 21 will render the scanning 
counter 28 inoperable so that no line communication can 
be had from the tube circuit 26 to the chronograph 34. 
This will prevent continuous operation of the video side 
of the system through the circuit 26 while the conveyor‘ 
is idle but with the camera 12 still being influenced by" 
the re?ected rays 16. On the other hand, during intervals 
when no glass is on the operating conveyor, the fact that 
the rays 14 are not intercepted to produce the band or 
light image 15 will render the scanning counter 28 in‘ 
operable even though the cam lug 21 is continuously 
rotated to engage the arm 22 of the tachometer to activate 
said scanning counter 28 through the shaping ampli?er 
30. The functioning system by which the counter 36 is 
operated may thus be placed in continuous service and 
will automatically adjust its operation to agree with the 
speed of movement of a glass sheet, said operation being 
also automatically monitored to become effective only 
upon the existence of a glass sheet in the scanning area. 
Now if a sheet having a portion broken or removed 

therefrom moves into the range of and intercepts the 
light rays 14*, the maximum count of pulsations is trans 
mitted through to the counter 36 and pre-set counter 37 
until said broken portion intercepts the light rays 14- and, 
by the shortening of the transverse image 15, progres 

' sively diminishes the width of re?ected beam 16. The 
number of pulsations from camera 12 proportionately 
and gradually decreases from the maximum of forty~?ve 
and'the output from chronograph 34 will be equally 
proportionate so that the indicator 36 will count a lesser 
number of units or square feet than the maximum of six. 
Simultaneously, however, the pre-set counter 37 will also 
count this lesser number of units while the comparator 
circuit 49 is activated to cause the indicator 52 to count 
the lesser number of units or square feet. Thus while 
the indicator 36 continuously will record, when operated, 
the gross or entire total of square footage of the glass 
sheets passing through the range of the camera 12, the 
indicator 52 will automatically count and record the 

I footage of the surface area or salvage areas remaining 
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in a broken sheet. When the following end of the blank 
is carried fromengagement with rollers 46, the switch 
42 will again close to complete the “enabling” circuit of 
the pre-set counter 37. This will cause said counter to 
complete the recorded count to the established unit of 
seventy-two before returning to zero. Whatever differ 
ence exists by reason of the broken section of the blank 
is then indicated in the totalizer 40. These recorded‘ 
totals when taken from the entire total will determine‘ 
the actual square footage of glass sheets having a re 
quired width and also the actual glass loss. 

Also as above mentioned, the entire total may, by the‘ 
use of individual indicators 54 to 57 inclusive, be broken 
down into a count of the square footage of special types 
or" glass. This last feature, of course, may be controlled 
by an operator at the point at which the sheets 11 are 
removed from the conveyor 10 but when any of such 
indicators are effective they will operate automatically 
Within the system ‘Wi’thOll’t further attention on the part 
of the operator. ‘ 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, 
the surface areas of sheets, particularly in the form' of 
plate glass blanks either partially (one side) or complete 
ly (two sides) ground and polished may be obtained‘ 

. While they blanks are still embedded in plaster on a grind 
ing table which is one of many moving in an intercon 
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nected train from the beginning of the grindingoperation 
to the completion of the polishing operation. Obviously 
during the working of the ?rst surface of the glass blank 
or the subsequent working of the second surface, such. 
breakage may occur as to render further handling of the 
blank useless from a production standpoint. However, 
the estimated square footage of the blank is recorded or 
“booked” when it is initially laid or bedded on a'table 
and therefore is a potential amount of glass on which 
the production estimates are based. If a record of the 
remaining usable glass is automatically made at two, 
three or more stations during the ?nishing of its surfaces, 
a gross or accumulative total of the square footage may 
of course be much more accurately computed. 
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the camera 12 is regulated to 

function on a full raster count or to fully scan the entire 
surface of a glass blank instantaneously. For this pur 
pose, the lamp-box 66 is arranged to completely illumi 
nate the blank 68 by light rays 69 and when the blank 
is so illuminated as to re?ect the light as rays 70, the 
switch 71, is operated to momentarily establish the neces 
sary circuits to the chronograph 34 and/or comparator 
circuit 49. After passing the scanning area, ‘the sheet of 
course is removed from the supporting table to be further 
surfaced on its second side or to be washed before the 
?nal inspection thereof. 
By minor adjustment of the switch controls for the 

camera 12, it is also considered highly possible to em 
ploy the apparatus as shown in Fig. 4 in a similar manner 
to. that shown in Figs. 1 or 7, or in other words, when 
theg?nished plate glass blanks are being carried to the 
storage area. , 

~ Now if the third embodiment of the invention, as 
shown in Fig. 7, is to be employed, the camera 12 and 
the system therefore can be regulated to take a periodic 
count as monitored by a tachometer. This will produce 
the transmission of video signals at predetermined in 
tervals to a counting device or indicator. According to 
this third embodiment of the invention, however, the 
directed light rays 84 from the lamp-box 83 are not 
re?ected from the surface of the sheet material but the 
camera and lamp-box are arranged so that the light rays 
are “aimed” directly toward the camera. The camera 
will therefore receive the full intensity of the rays while 
there is no glass on the conveyor. As a sheet moves into 
the range of and through the light rays, their intensity 
will be either completely or partially reduced and this 
will activate the camera to transmit video signals. 

- While the embodiments of this invention have been 
described in connection with the conveyance of glass 
sheets or blanks in spaced relation on a conveyor line, 
or spaced relation of glass blanks when carried by con 
ventional grinding tables, it is believed to be Within the 
scope. of the invention to employ a counting and/or 
scanning system, as disclosed either in Figs. 1 or 7, where 
amaterial is worked simultaneously on both surfaces. 
Thus in the case of the so-called “twin-grind” process, 
glass is simultaneously ground on both sides and with 
various grades of abrasive while in continuous ribbon 
form. Since there are occurrences when the ribbon is 
unavoidably fractured, a count of the ground glass rib 
bonor of other materials as well, if taken before being 
removed for cutting will automatically establish a record 
of available stock for further working. ~ 

It is to be understood that the forms of the invention 
disclosed herein are to be taken as the preferred em 
bodiments thereof, and at various changes may be re 
sorted to without departing from. the spirit of the. inven 
tion as'de?ned by the scope of the‘ following claims. 

I claim: . 

‘,1. Apparatus for determining the surface area of sheet 
material, comprising conveyor means for moving the 
sheet material along a predetermined path, a light source 
adapted to direct a light beam toward the path of the 
material to be modi?ed by’ the material, scanning. means 
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14 
responsive to the light modi?ed by the material adapted 
to originate a number of electronic pulses corresponding 
to the length of the modi?ed light beam, pulse convert 
ing and transmitting means to receive said electronic 
pulses adapted to convert said pulse into a pulse train 
of regulated impulses, the number of regulated impulses 
indicating the length of a preselected dimension of the 
said sheet, counting means for recording said regulated 
impulses to determine the area of the sheet, and means 
for causing said regulated impulses to be recorded at 

' periodic time intervals corresponding to a given distance 
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of movement of the sheet. > 
2. Apparatus for determining the surface area of sheet 

material, comprising means for moving a sheet of mate 
rial along a predetermined path, a light source adapted 
to direct a beam of light toward the path of the sheet, 
scanning means responsive to light modi?ed by the ma 
terial adapted to scan the entire surface area of the mov 
ing sheet by causing successive single line scanning 
across the sheet surface transversely of the direction of 
movement of the sheet, said scanning means including 
electronic pulse transmitting means actuated in response 
to the modi?ed light adapted to release a number of elec 
tronic pulses corresponding to the transverse dimension 
of the sheet covered by each successive single line scan, 
means for recording the number of electronic pulses to 
determine the area of the sheet, and means for trans 
mitting pulses to said recording means only at periodic 
time intervals equivalent to a time interval between suc 
cessive singleline scans. 

3. Apparatus for determining the surface area of sheet 
material, comprising conveyor means for moving the 
sheet material along a predetermined path, a light source 
adapted to direct a light beam toward the path of the 
material to be modi?ed by the material, scanning means 
responsive to the light modi?ed by the sheet material 
adapted to originate a number of electronic pulses indic 
ative of the value of a dimension of the sheet, ?rst re 
cording means to record the number of electronic pulses 
to determine the area of the sheet, means associated 
with said conveyor means adapted to connect said ?rst 
recording means to said scanning means at periodic time 
intervals equivalent to a given distance of movement of 
the sheet, second recording means, and means for actu 
ating said second recording means only when the number 
of electronic pulses originated by said scanning means 
are of a lesser number than a predetermined number 
that would be emitted by said scanning means when re 
sponding to light modi?ed by said material of a prede 
termined standard dimension. 

4. Apparatus for determining the surface area of sheet 
material, comprising conveyor means for moving the 
sheet material along a predetermined path, a light source 
adapted to direct a light beam toward the path of the 
material to be modi?ed by the material, scanning means 

‘responsive to the light modi?ed by the sheet material 
adapted to originate a number of electronic pulses indic 
ative of the value of a dimension of the sheet, ?rst 
recording means to record the number of electronic pulses 
to determine the area of the sheet, means associated with 
said conveyor means adapted to connect said ?rst re 
cording means to said scanning means at periodic time 
intervals equivalent to a given distance of movement of ' 
the sheet, and second recording means responding to a 
number of electronic pulses lesser than a predetermined 
number to simultaneously record the same and determine 
the area of a sheet having a lesser dimension than a pre 
selected standard dimension. 

5. In an apparatus as de?ned in claim v3, wherein, 
third recording means are provided associated with the 
said ?rst and said second recording means for determin 
ing the differential between the actual area of a sheet 
and a predetermined standard area for a sheet. 

6. An apparatus for determining the surface area of 
sheet material, comprising conveyor means for moving 
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a sheet sheet of material endwise along a substantially 
horizontally disposed predetermined path, a light source 
adapted to direct a beam of light toward the path of the 
sheet to be intercepted thereby, a camera adapted to scan 
the intercepted light beam and originate a predetermined 
number of electronic pulses corresponding to a given di 
mensional width of the sheet, means responsive to said 
camera for transmitting the electronic pulses, counting 
means for recording the electronic pulses to determine 
the‘ area of the sheet and means associated with the con 
ve'yor means for connecting the said transmitting means 
to the said recording means at periodic time intervals 
equivalent to a given distance of movement of the sheet. 

‘7. An apparatus ‘for determining the surface area of 
light-re?ecting sheet material, comprising conveyor means 
for moving a sheet of material along a predetermined 
path, a light source adapted to direct a beam of light 
toward the ‘path of the sheet to be interrupted thereby, 
a camera adapted to receive re?ections from the inter 
cepted light beam and originate a number of electronic 
pulses corresponding to a re?ected transverse length of 
said' light beam, means responsive to said camera for 
transmitting the electronic pulses, computing means for 
receiving the transmitted number of electronic pulses 
adapted to convert the electronic pulses originated by said 
camera into a regulated number of impulses de?ning a 
measurable unit of a dimension of the sheet, means as 
sociated with the conveyor means adapted to connect 
the transmitting means to said computing means at pe 
riodic time intervals equivalent to a given distance of 
movement of the sheet, and counting means associated 
with said computing means for recording the number of 
regulated impulses received from said computing means 
to indicate the'area of the said sheet. 

8. An apparatus for determining the surface area of 
light-re?ecting sheet material, comprising conveyor means 
for moving a sheet of material along a predetermined 
path, a light source adapted to direct a beam of light to 
ward the path of the sheet to be interrupted thereby, a 
camera adapted to receive re?ections from the inter 
cepted light beam and originate a number of electronic 
pulses corresponding to a re?ected transverse length of 
said light beam, means responsive to said camera for 
transmitting the electronic pulses, computing means for 
receiving the transmitted number of electronic pulses 
adapted to convert the electronic pulses originated by 
said camera into a regulated number of impulses de?n 
ing a measurable unit of a dimension of the sheet, means 
associated with the conveyor means adapted to connect 
the transmitting means to said computing means at pe 
riodic time intervals equivalent to a given distance of 
movement of the sheet, counting means associated with 
said computing means for recording the number of reg 
ulated impulses received from said computing means to 
indicate the area of the said sheet, a comparator asso~ 
ciat'ed with the said transmitting means actuated by said 
transmitting means when the number of electronic pulses 
originated by said camera is less than a predetermined 
number, and a second counting means associated with 
the comparator and adapted to record the number of 
regulated impulses emitted by said computing means to 
indicate the area of the surface of the sheet material that 
has a dimension less than a predetermined standard di 
mension. 

9. An apparatus for determining the surface area of 
light~re?ecting sheet material, comprising conveyor means 
for moving a sheet of material along a predetermined 
path, a light source adapted to direct a beam of light to 
ward the path of the sheet to be interrupted thereby, a 
camera adapted to receive re?ections from the inter 
cepted light beam and originate a number of electronic 
pulses corresponding to a re?ected transverse length of 
said light beam, means responsive to said camera for 
transmitting the electronic pulses, computing means for 
receiving the transmitted number of electronic pulses 
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adapted to convert the electronic pulses originated by 
said camera into a regulated number of impulses de?ning 
a measurable unit of a dimension of the sheet, counting 
means associated with said computing means for record-_ 
ing the number of regulated impulses received from said 
computing means to indicate the area of the said sheet, 
means associated with the conveyor means adapted to 
connect the transmitting means to said computing means 
at periodic time intervals equivalent to a given distance; 
of movement of the sheet, a pre-set counter associated. 
with the said counting means and adapted to compare 
the number of regulated impulses received from the com 
puting means recorded by said counting means with the 
pulse count of a full sized sheet having a predetermined 
standard area, and means adapted to actuate the pre 
set counter when a lesser area count is received thereby‘ 
to‘ obtain the difference of a sheet of lesser area from a 
full-sized sheet. 

10. An apparatus for determining the surface area of: 
light-re?ecting sheet material, comprising a support'means 
for moving a sheet of material along a predetermined 
path, a light source adapted to direct a beam of light 
toward the path of the sheet to be intercepted thereby, 
a camera adapted to receive a full raster re?ection from 
the intercepted light beam on the sheet surface and 
originate a number of electronic pulses during each scan 
line which correspond to a re?ected transverse length of 
said light beam, means responsive to said camera for‘ 
transmitting the electronic pulses, a computing means for‘ 
receiving the transmitted electronic pulses adapted to‘ 
convert the electronic pulses originated by said camera 
into a regulated number of impulses de?ning a measurl 
able unit of a dimension of the sheet, means associated 
with the sheet supporting means to connect the trans 
mitting means to said computing means at such timesvas 
the full surface of a sheet has intercepted the light beam, 
counting means associated with said computing means 
for recording the number of regulated impulses received: 
from said computing means to indicate the area of they 
said sheet, a comparator associated with the said trans 
mitting means actuated when the number of electronic 
pulses are less than a predetermined number when so‘ 
originated in the camera for a standard width sheet, and 
a second counting means associated with the compara-v 
tor actuated by said comparator to record the regulated 
impulses received from the computing means indicating“, 
the area of a sheet having a lesser dimension than the 
area of the sheet having a standard dimension. 

11. An apparatus for determining the surface area of 
sheet material, comprising conveyor means for moving a 
sheet of material along a predetermined path, a light‘ 
source adapted to direct a beam of light toward the path 
of the sheet to be interrupted by a sheet passing there 
through, a camera adapted to respond to the interrupted 
portion'of the light beam and originate a number of elec 
tronic pulses corresponding to a given dimensional width 
for the sheet, means responsive to said camera for trans-‘ 
mitting the electronic pulses, computing means for receiv 
ing the transmitted number of electronic pulses adapted 
to convert the electronic pulses originated by said cam-‘ 
era into a regulated number of impulses de?ning a meas-V 
urable unit of dimension of the sheet, means associated 
with the conveyor means adapted to connect the transmit?‘ 
ling means to said computing means at periodic time‘ 
intervals equivalent to a given distance of movement of 
the sheet, counting means associated with said comput 
ing means for recording the number of ‘regulated imf' 
pulses received from said computing means to indicate“ 
the area of the said sheet, a comparator associated with 
the said transmitting means actuated when the number 
of electronic pulses are less than a predetermined num 
her, and atsecond counting means associated with they 
comparator ‘actuated by said comparator to record the 
regulated impulses received from the computing means 
inditlating the varea of a sheet having, a lesser dimension 
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than the area of the sheet having a standard dimension. 
12. An apparatus ‘for determining the surface area of 

sheet material, comprising means for moving a sheet of 
material endwise along a predetermined path, a light 
source adapted to direct a beam of light toward the path 
of the sheet to be intercepted thereby, light receiving 
means responsive to the intercepted portion of the light 
beam and adapted to originate a predetermined number 
of electronic pulses corresponding to a given dimensional 
width of the sheet and spaced from'one another along the 
path of said sheet, a chronograph for recording the num 
ber of electronic pulses emitted by said light receiving 
means, means for transmitting the number of pulses 
from the light receiving means to the chronograph at 
periodic time intervals equivalent to a given distance be 
tween pulse lines across said sheet, ?rst counting means 
associated with the chronograph for accumulating the 
recordings of the said electronic pulses to determine the 
area of the sheet material, and a second counting means 

10 

15 

18 
which responds to a lesser number of electronic pulses 
than the predetermined number, the ?rst and second 
counting means simultaneously recording such lesser 
number of electronic pulses to determine the area of the 
sheet having a lesser dimensional width than the given 
dimensional width. 
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